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ABSTRACT Magnetic force-based manipulation has several advantages, including its minimally invasive
feature and insensitivity to biological substances. Consequently, it has exhibited considerable potential in
many medical applications, such as targeted delivery in precise medicine, in which microparticles are driven
to the desired regions precisely in vivo. This study investigates an automated and accurate delivery of
magnetic microparticles using a self-constructed electromagnetic coil system. After establishing a simplified
second-order dynamic model of microparticles suspended in a fluidic environment, a visual-based automated
controller that incorporates the concept of input-to-state stability (ISS) into fault-tolerant technique is
developed. This controller enablesmicroparticles to follow a desired trajectory undermodel uncertainties and
environmental disturbances, and address the problem that the actual magnetic driving force may not reach the
required value due to magnetic loss in the coil system simultaneously. Input constraint of the magnetic force
provided by the system due to device capability is also considered in the fault-tolerant ISS-based controller
design. Simulation and experimental results are presented to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
approach.

INDEX TERMS Automated control, electromagnetic system, magnetic manipulation, microparticles.

I. INTRODUCTION
The accurate delivery of microparticles has recently gained
significant attention in precise medicine applications, such
as precise targeted drug delivery [1], [2]. Manipulating
microparticles to reach desired positions is the key to the
success of this procedure. Various microparticle manipula-
tion approaches have been developed; these approaches uti-
lize different techniques, including dielectrophoresis [3]–[6],
optical tweezers [7]–[10], and magnetic tweezers [11]–[14].
Among these techniques, magnetic tweezers offer the unique
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advantage of providing a minimally invasive force in vivo.
Moreover, this technique is generally insensitive to most
nonmagnetic substances, such as vessels and tissues [15].

In a magnetic micromanipulation system, electromagnetic
coils are utilized to produce magnetic forces or torques on
magnetic particles. The motion of particles is regulated by
controlling the current flowing through electromagnetic coils.
In the past several years, researchers have developed vari-
ous autonomous magnetic manipulation systems and control
strategies. A microrobot controlled by a magnetic steering
system with a fundamental modeling approach was intro-
duced in [16]; both magnetic and drag properties were
tested experimentally in this robot to demonstrate magnetic
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actuation. In [17], a hybrid system with an integrated circuit
chip and a microfluidic channel was used to control mag-
netic particles with a programmable magnetic field. Utilizing
complex nonuniform magnetic field, a magnetic manipula-
tion system was designed in [18] to provide wireless con-
trol for a microrobot with five degrees of freedom. In [19],
based on the orientation error, visual servo control of a heli-
cal microswimmer activated by magnetic field is achieved,
as well as planar path following of a straight line. A fish-like
deformable nanoswimmer steered by an oscillating mag-
netic field is proposed in [20], where travelling-wave motion
of the nanoswimmer with high speed is achieved. In [21],
through magnetic dipole-dipole interaction, a microdimer
surface walker formed by twomagnetic janus microspheres is
design, which is then propelled by oscillating magnetic field
to perform back and forth motion.

During manipulation with magnetic tweezers, some
environmental disturbances such as system vibrations and
temperature gradient-induced flow etc. will significantly
degrade motion performance in driving magnetic micropar-
ticles, since these manipulated microparticles exhibit high
sensitivity to environmental variables at the microscale. Most
existing approaches have failed to address this problem in
closed-loop control. In [22], a methodology was presented
to estimate uncertainties in both force and localization of the
microrobots and proposed a robust H∞ controller using the
DK-iteration method to suppress the effect of uncertainties,
experiment in a prototype electromagnetic control system
has been demonstrated that the H∞ controller can prov-
ably respect the performance measures under higher uncer-
tainties than the PID controller. In [23], a control scheme
that compensated disturbance force input to achieve sta-
ble dynamics in the entire system was developed. In [24],
a microrobot that immersed in fluid and rolling on a surface
was controlled by a model predictive controller, which took
microrobot nonholonomic property, actuation system limi-
tation and environmental disturbances into account. Given
that model uncertainties and environmental disturbances exist
ubiquitously, developing a control approach that can manage
diverse uncertainties and disturbances is necessary.

In this study, a manipulation control scheme that
incorporates ‘‘input-to-state stability’’ (ISS) theory [25] is
developed to achieve a robust automated control for trajectory
tracking of magnetic microparticles actuated by an electro-
magnetic coil system. According to ISS theory, the bounded
disturbances of a nonlinear system can be suppressed to reach
the bounded states; thus, the entire system is definitely robust.
Assuming that the environmental disturbances are bounded,
a conditional robust control technology is incorporated into a
backstepping control scheme such that the controlled system
can satisfy ISS. This method differs from existing robust
control schemes because all the information on uncertainties
and disturbances, which are difficult to predict in practice, are
not required in the controller design. This idea was initiated
in the previous report [26], where a nonlinear observer with
a higher gain to suppress estimation error and a lower gain to

FIGURE 1. Electromagnetic manipulation prototype system.

reduce the steady-state error for manipulation of a micropar-
ticle. Through incorporating the ISS-based control approach
into the proposed nonlinear observer, the control scheme can
guarantee the stability of the entire system. In this paper,
we introduce the fault-tolerant technique into the ISS-based
controller for dealing with the insufficiency in the magnetic
field generation.

Since the cores of magnetic coils are made of
ferromagnetic materials, magnetic hysteresis loss exists dur-
ing the re-magnetization process, which causes increase of
temperature of the device and hence affects the modelling
precision of magnetic field. Further, the magnetic field is
dynamic during manipulation, and the modeled magnetic
field distribution with numerical simulation is regarded to be
quasi-static. The increase of wire resistance varies with the
current and manipulation time, which also produces influ-
ence on the magnetic field generation. To address all these
imperative problems, the fault-tolerant technique is further
incorporated into the proposed ISS control scheme in this
paper. Subject to the limited capability of generated magnetic
force provided by a certain electromagnetic system, input
constraint is also discussed in the controller design of this
paper. The input-to-state stability of the integrated controller
is demonstrated.

II. MODELS
A. ELECTROMAGNETIC MANIPULATION SYSTEM
As shown in Figure 1, a self-constructed electromagnetic coil
system developed in USTC-CityU United Center in Suzhou,
provides a cubic magnetic workspace with an area of 28 mm
× 28 mm × 28 mm, which is generated by six orthogonally
aligned identical DT4E-core electromagnetic coils. DT4E
is a soft magnetic material that exhibits nonlinear isotropy.
Consequently, reaching saturation is difficult for the electro-
magnetic coils because the magnetic resistance of the cores
is low whereas air gap is high. Thus, the cores always work
at a linear stage of their B–H curves. Three identical DC
power suppliers (model no. GWINSTEK GPD 3303S), each
with two output channels, are connected to the six coils. The
power supply has a maximum current of 3A and a mini-
mum response time of 30ms. As real-time visual feedback
of the controlled beads is obtained, a control signal is set
to the power supply in order to set the desired DC current.
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The current of the power supply flows into the coils. Thus,
the coils and the cores induce a corresponding magnetic field.
Superimposing the magnetic field generated by the six coils
produces the resultant magnetic field. This electromagnetic
coil system can generate a maximummagnetic field of 50 mT
and a maximum gradient of 2 T/m, which is below the
recommended maximum safety field strength of 4T. In the
previous work [27], a magnetic field distribution model was
established by using the finite element method (FEM). The
coil parameters are set as follows: coil length is 76 mm, coil
diameter is 25 mm, and number of turns is 576. A slide that
contains a microparticle (or bead) is placed at the center of
the workspace. During the experiment, the microbead, which
is controlled by the electromagnetic coils, moves in a 3D
direction. Using a DFK274 CCD camera with a resolution
of 1600 × 1200 pixels and the sampling frequency of 20fps,
bead motion can be visually guided from the top view. The
resolution of the measured position is 0.15 µm/pixel. The
control software of the experimental setup is developed using
C++ program with an Intel Core i3 Duo 3.0 GHZ processor
running in Windows XP.

The architecture of the closed-loop control is illustrated as
follows. The desired trajectory of the microbead is initially
provided using a software interface. During the motion, bead
position can be detected through image processing. With
real-time position feedback, coil current can be generated
based on the proposed control algorithm, which is set in the
power supply to generate the corresponding magnetic force.
Hence, the bead can be automatically manipulated to track
the desired trajectory and move toward the final destination.
The sampling time for the controller is set as 50 ms in the
system.

The magnetically driven microparticles are made of either
ferromagnetic materials [28] or superparamagnetic materi-
als [29], [30]. Ferromagnetic materials exhibit high suscep-
tibility and saturation magnetization, thus requiring small
magnetic field and field gradient of the manipulation system.
However, ferromagnetic materials maintain magnetization
once the particle is magnetized, and the magnetization even
exists after the magnetic field vanishes. This unavoidable
hysteresis effect causes a difficulty in controlling the mag-
netic moment of a microparticle, and subsequently, results
in unexpected interactions among the magnetized particles.
When the size of ferromagnetic particles is smaller than a
critical value, ferromagnetism turns to superparamagnetism
and the materials exhibit no coercivity. Superparamagnetic
materials, although with lower susceptibility, do not have
hysteresis. The superparamagnetic material was therefore
employed in this study so that minimal negative effect on
the organisms was produced after the external magnetic field
vanished. Figure 2 illustrates the microbeads used in this
study, where the beads are filled with Fe3O4 nanoparticles
and coated with hydrophilic agarose polymer (purchased
from Suzhou Knowledge & Benefit Sphere Tech. Co., Ltd).
Table 1 presents the design parameters of the microbead used
in this study.

FIGURE 2. Microbead used in the experiment.

TABLE 1. Designed parameters of the microbead.

FIGURE 3. External forces exerted on the microbead in the
electromagnetic field.

B. DYNAMICS
After the microparticle flows into the slide via syringing,
it moves with the fluidic flow in a 3D direction. Since
the research objective of this study is to manipulate the
microparticle to track the desired trajectory, only the dynamic
translational motion of the particle, driven by the magnetic
force exerted by the magnetic field gradient, was investi-
gated in this paper. To simplify the problem, all the manipu-
lated microparticles are considered to have a spherical shape.
Figure 3 illustrates the forces exerted on themicroparticle as it
moves in the electromagnetic field, including magnetic force,
drag, buoyancy, and gravitational force.

The magnetic force exerted on the microbead is defined as
follows [15]:

Fm = Vm
1χ

µ0
(B � ∇)B (1)

where µ0 is the magnetic permeability of free space and
defined as 4π × 10−7Tm/A, B is the magnetic flux density
with the unit Tesla (T), and ∇ is a gradient operator, Vm is
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the volume of the magnetized object, 1χ = χm − χw is the
effective susceptibility of the particle relative to the medium.

For a given microbead, the magnetic force exerted on it is a
function of both coil current combination I and bead position
r based on the Biot–Savart law. Keeping the magnetic field
value unchanged, the magnetic force on the microparticle is
controlled by changing the field gradient. Thus, magnetic
force can be simplified as a linear function of current I to
reduce computational load, and Eq. (1) can be rewritten as
follows:

Fm = f (I) (2)

The coil current combination I for the corresponding
magnetic forceFm can be obtained through the pseudoinverse
of f .

The drag force caused by the fluidic environment to the
small particle is [16]

Fd = Cdρf Av2/2 (3)

where Cd is the drag coefficient that represents the overall
effect of the particle geometry on the drag force, which is a
function of the Reynolds number Re; ρf is the fluid density; A
is the cross-sectional area of the particle; and v is the relative
velocity of the particle with respect to the fluid medium.
Considering that the fluid used in the experiment is stationary
water, v can be simplified as the velocity of the microbead.

The microbead used in this study is spherical, the Reynolds
number value of the fluid is less than 10−3, which indicates
that the flow is a laminar flow with low Reynolds number.
Thus, the drag force can be simplified as follows:

Fd = 6πηRv (4)

where R is the bead radius, and η is the dynamic viscosity of
the fluid. This equation is known as Stokes drag. Given that
the fluid used in this study is lightly salted water, the dynamic
viscosity is approximated as 1 × 10−3 Pa.s. Since the fluid
density is similar to that of the manipulated microbead,
the buoyancy counteracts the gravitational force. As a result,
both buoyancy and gravitational forces can be neglected and
this study can be simplified in 2D.

As analyzed before, the magnetic force may not reach
the required value in practice, define εε (0, 1] as the fault
gain [31], where 0 < ε ≤ 1, and replace Fm by F′

m = εFm.
On the basis of the aforementioned analysis, the dynamic
equation of the microbead suspended in fluid can be derived
as follows:

m �
d2r
dt2
= F′

m − Fd +1 (5)

where m denotes the bead mass, r is the bead position, and1
is the unknown bounded parameter to subsume various uncer-
tainties and environmental disturbances. The disturbances
may include magnetic field noise, influences of other par-
ticles in the environment, hydrodynamics, thermodynamics
and other microenvironment disturbances.

III. CONTROL
Once the desired trajectory is provided as a function of time,
the desired signals for position and velocity of any time can
be obtained according to the trajectory function. Let rd be
the desired position of the bead and r0 be the actual position
observed through the CCD camera. The position tracking
error is defined as e = r0 − rd , and the velocity tracking
error is defined as ė = ṙ0− ṙd . The objective of this work is to
design an appropriate controller that enables a microbead to
follow a desired trajectory accurately, such that both position
and velocity trajectory tracking errors {e, ė} → 0 when
time t→∞.

A transformation function is introduced as z1 = e,
z2 = de/dt . As mentioned earlier, v in Eq. (4) can be
simplified as the particle velocity when the fluid is static.
Hence, it can be replaced by dr0/dt . Define a = −6πηR/m,
b= 1/m, and c = −6πηRṙd/m−r̈d . Themagnetic forceFm is
regarded as the system input. The unknown uncertainty 1/m
can be simplified as1. Hence, system (5) can be transformed
into the following equivalent system:{

ż1 = z2
ż2 = az2 + bεFm + c+1

(6)

where ε ∈ (0, 1] denotes the fault gain, and Fm is control
input.

With the null tracking error z1 and the derivative of this
error z2, the microbead can successfully follow the desired
trajectory. Subsequently, we develop a controller to achieve
the desired magnetic force Fm, which can enable the con-
trolled system (6) to satisfy ISS. Coil current combination I
is then calculated based on Fm.

A. FAULT-TOLERANT ISS-BASED BACKSTEPPING
CONTROLLER
To manage the practical problem of actuator error, the
fault-tolerant technique is incorporated into the previous
ISS-based [26] controller design. Using recursive application
of backstepping [32], the fault-tolerant ISS-based controller
is designed as

Fm = −
1
bµ

(∣∣∣(1− ak1 − k21) z1 + c∣∣∣ sgn (z̃2)
+

(∣∣∣∣a+ k1 + 1
2δ2

∣∣∣∣+ k2) z̃2) (7)

where z̃2 = z2 + k1z1, 0 < µ ≤ ε, µ is the insufficient
coefficient, k1, k2 and δ are positive control gains, sgn (z̃2) is
a signal function expressed as

sgn (z̃2) =

 1 z̃2 > 0
0 z̃2 = 0
−1 z̃2 < 0

(8)

Theorem: Considering the closed-loop system (6),
the fault-tolerant controller (7) guarantees the input-to-state
stability of z1 and z̃2 in presence of insufficiency of magnetic
force Fm. That is, through adjusting the control gains k1, k2,
δ andµ, the position error z1 and the velocity error z̃2 can be
retained in a small neighborhood of zero with existence of the
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uncertainty 1. Furthermore, if the uncertainty 1 vanishes,
both z1 and z̃2 converge to zero.

Proof: Define the Lyapunov function candidate as

V =z21/2+ z̃
2
2/2 (9)

Its first-order differentiation, referring to the updated
dynamic system (6), is

V̇ = −k1z21 + z̃2
((

1− ak1 − k21
)
z1 + (a+ k1) z̃2

+ c+ bεFm
)
+1�z̃2 (10)

Substituting the inequality 1�z̃2 ≤ δ2

2 1
2
+

z̃2

2δ2
(δÂčÂ¿0)

into (10), Eq. (10) becomes

V̇ ≤ −k1z21 +
δ212

2
+ z̃2

((
1− ak1 − k21

)
z1

+c+
(
a+ k1 + 1/2δ2

)
z̃2 + bεFm

)
≤ −k1z21 +

δ212

2
+ bεFmz̃2 +

∣∣∣(1− ak1 − k21) z1
+c| |z̃2| +

∣∣∣∣a+ k1 + 1
2δ2

∣∣∣∣ z̃22 (11)

Substituting Fm in (7) into (11) yields

V̇ ≤ −k1z21 +
δ212

2
−
ε

µ

(∣∣(1− ak1 − k21 ) z1 + c∣∣
|z̃2|

z̃22

+

(∣∣∣∣a+ k1 + 1
2δ2

∣∣∣∣+ k2) z̃22)+
+

∣∣(1− ak1 − k21 ) z1 + c∣∣
|z̃2|

z̃22 +
(∣∣∣∣a+ k1 + 1

2δ2

∣∣∣∣) z̃22
= −k1z21 −

εk2z̃22
µ
+
δ212

2
+

(
1−

ε

µ

)
×

(∣∣(1− ak1 − k21 ) z1 + c∣∣
|z̃2|

+

∣∣∣∣a+ k1 + 1
2δ2

∣∣∣∣
)
z̃22

(12)

Since 0 < µ ≤ ε, 1− ε/µ ≤ 0. Eq. (12) becomes

V̇ ≤ −k1z21 − k2z̃
2
2 + δ

212/2 (13)

Let K = min {k1, k2}, Eq. (13) becomes

V̇ ≤ −2KV+ δ212/2 (14)

Bymultiplying both sides of Eq. (14) with e2Kt with further
integration over [0,t], Eq. (14) becomes

V (t) ≤ −e−2KtV (0)+
δ2

2

∫ t

0
e−2K (t−τ )12dτ

≤ −e−2KtV (0)+
δ2

2
1− e−2Kt

2K
sub

0≤τ≤t
12 (15)

By taking the square root and substituting Lyapunov
function (9) into Eq. (15), the following inequality is obtained∥∥∥∥ z1(t)z̃2(t)

∥∥∥∥≤e−Kt ∥∥∥∥ z1 (0)z̃2 (0)

∥∥∥∥+ δ2
√
1− e−2Kt

K
sub

0≤τ≤t
1. (16)

Eq. (16) is in the form of ISS. According to ISS theory,
for any bounded input, which is regarded as uncertainties 1
in the system, the state x(t) is bounded. Furthermore, with a
zero input u(t), the system is uniformly asymptotically stable.
Hence, it is proved that the input-to-state stability of z1 and
z̃2 while considering insufficient force generation. As seen
in Eq. (14), small δ, µ or large ki (i = 1,2) are needed
to maintain ‖z1‖ and ‖z̃2‖ within the desired domain. The
magnitudes of the disturbances and uncertainties also affect
the control parameter δ. That is, a large control energy is
needed to suppress uncertainties.

B. STABILITY ANALYSIS UNDER INPUT CONSTRAINT
Since the actual magnetic force provided by a certain elec-
tromagnetic system is limited, a saturation function for the
proposed controller (7) is further introduced to manage the
case of input constraint and analyze the stability of the system
under input constraint.

The fault-tolerant ISS based controller with saturation
function is modified as

F̃m = SatN (Fm) (17)

where

SatN (Fm) =

{
N if |Fm| ≥ N
Fm if |Fm| ≤ N

(18)

Now the fault-tolerant ISS-based controller with input
constraint can also guarantee ISS is shown.

Define the same Lyapunov function candidate as in
Sec. III-A. In a similar manner, the following inequality is
obtained

V̇ ≤ −k1z21 +
(
a+ k1 +

1
2δ2

)
z̃22 + z1z̃2

(
1− ak1 − k21

)
+ z̃2

(
c+ bεF̃m

)
+
δ212

2

≤ −k1z21 +
(
a+ k1+

1
2δ2

)
z̃22+

(
1−ak1−k21

)
|z1| |z̃2|

+ |c+ bεN � sgn (Fm)| � |z̃2|+
δ212

2
. (19)

Assume that 1−ak1−k21 > 0 and |z1| ≤ $

1−ak1−k21
, Eq. (19)

becomes

V̇ ≤−k1z21+
(
a+k1+

1
2δ2

)
z̃22+($ + |c+ bεN sgn (Fm)|)

× |z̃2| +
δ212

2
. (20)

Let 1 < α < −
a+1/2δ2

k1
and η =$ +|c+ bεN � sgn (Fm)|.

Eq. (20) becomes

V̇ ≤ −k1z21 +
(
a+ αk1 +

1
2δ2

)
z̃22

−

(
(α − 1) k1z̃22+η |z̃2|+β

2
)
+β2+

δ212

2

≤ −k1z21 +
(
a+ αk1 +

1
2δ2

)
z̃22 + β

2
+
δ212

2
. (21)

where β = η/
√
4(α − 1)k1.
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FIGURE 4. First simulation: (a) trajectory tracking of the bead with the
standard ISS-based controller; (b) position tracking error; (c) velocity
tracking error.

Define a positive parameter k̃2 = −a−αk1 − 1
2δ2

. Finally
yields the following inequality

V̇ ≤ −k1z21 − k̃2z̃
2
2 + β

2
+
δ212

2
. (22)

which can be also proved to be ISS.

IV. SIMULATIONS
Numerical simulations were performed to verify the proposed
control approach. The parameters of the bead were set as m
= 3.351 × 10−11kg, η = 10−3Pa.s. The bead was driven to
follow a 2D clover-like curve, assuming that the fault gain
was ε = 0.6+0.1 sin(t). The desired trajectory was specified
as {

xd = 20 sin (t/2) cos (t/6) µm
yd = 20 sin (t/2) sin (t/6) µm

(23)

Using the oscillation observation technology [7], a sine
function is introduced to simulate the sudden vibrations and
a normal distribution noise is introduced to simulate ran-
dom microenvironment disturbances. Hence, the unknown
bounded parameter 1 was modeled as follows{

1x = 2 sin (t)+ B µm
1y = 6 sin (0.5t)+ B µm

(24)

where B was a normal distribution noise with a mean of zero
and a standard deviation of 0.2. The control coefficients were
set as k1 = k2 = 15, and δ = 0.8.

In the first simulation, the bead was driven to track
along the clover-like trajectory under the standard ISS-based
controller [26]. Figure 4(a) shows the simulation that the
microbead could successfully track desired trajectory. The
control performance, as shown in Figures 4(b–c), indicates
that both position and velocity tracking errors converged into
a small neighborhood of origin in less than 10 seconds.

In the second simulation, the bead was required to move
along the same clover-like curve but controlled by the

FIGURE 5. Second simulation: (a) trajectory tracking of the bead with the
fault-tolerant ISS-based controller with input constraint; (b) position
tracking error; (c) velocity tracking error.

fault-tolerant ISS-based controller with input constraint (17),
where the insufficient coefficient was chosen as µ = 0.5 and
the saturation value N=10. The control coefficients were the
same as in the first simulation, namely, k1 = k2 = 15, and
δ = 0.8. Figure 5(a) shows the simulation of the trajectory
tracking process of the bead in the second simulation. It is
seen that the bead could follow the desired clover-like trajec-
tory in less than 5 seconds. Figures 5(b–c) illustrate that both
the position and velocity tracking errors converged rapidly
into a small neighborhood of the origin.

The aforementioned simulation results successfully
demonstrated that the proposed ISS-based backstepping
controller could enable the microbead to follow a desired
trajectory precisely even under model uncertainties and envi-
ronmental disturbances. With the proposed fault-tolerant
ISS-based controller with input constraint, the bead exhibited
better tracking performance than that under the standard
ISS-based controller. Furthermore, the steady-state error
under the fault-tolerant control was smaller.

V. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were performed on the self-constructed
electromagnetic system illustrated in Figure 1. Both the stan-
dard ISS-based controller and the fault-tolerant ISS-based
controller were implemented.

Figure 6 illustrates the architecture of the control strategy.
The desired trajectory of the microbead is initially pro-
vided using a software interface. During the motion, bead
position can be detected through image processing. With
real-time position feedback, coil current can be generated
based on the proposed control algorithm, which is set in the
power supplier to generate the corresponding magnetic force.
Hence, the bead can be automaticallymanipulated to track the
desired trajectory and move toward the final destination.

In the first experiment, the bead was driven to move along
a Bernoulli curve under the standard ISS-based control law.
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FIGURE 6. Block diagram of global system.

The control parameters were set as k1 = k2 = 20, and
δ = 5. Figure 7(a) illustrates the experimental results of the
trajectory tracking process of the bead. In the experiment,
the system suffered from numerous disturbances because
of various reasons. Examples of these reasons included the
influences of other particles in the environment on the mag-
netic field perturbed the motion of the bead. Hydrodynam-
ics, thermodynamics and environmental uncertainties caused
various disturbances to the motion control of the bead. The
results presented in Figure 7(a) demonstrated that the pro-
posed ISS-based robust controller could overcome these dis-
turbances and enable the bead to track successfully along
the given trajectory. Figures 7(b-c) shows that the position
tracking error ewas less than 30µm and the velocity tracking
error ė was less than 10 µm/s during the manipulation.

In the second experiment, the bead was controlled to move
along the same trajectory, under the fault-tolerant ISS-based
controller. The same control parameters as in the first exper-
iment were used, namely, k1 = k2 = 20, δ = 5 and the
insufficient coefficient were chosen as µ = 0.6. The input
magnetic force Fm is limited since the maximum coil current
generated by the power supplier is 3A. Figure 8(a) illustrates
the experimental results of the trajectory tracking process of
the bead in the second experiment. Figure 8(b) shows that the
position tracking error ewas less than 20µm, and Figure 8(c)
shows that the velocity tracking error ėwasmaintainedwithin
a small neighborhood of zero.

A comparative experiment of using traditional PID
controller was also performed, in which the bead was driven

FIGURE 7. First experiment: (a) trajectory tracking process of the bead
with the standard ISS-based controller; (b) position tracking error;
(c) velocity tracking error.

FIGURE 8. Second experiment: (a) trajectory tracking process of the bead
with the fault-tolerant ISS-based controller with input constraint;
(b) position tracking error; (c) velocity tracking error.

to move along the same Bernoulli curve. The results as shown
in Figure 9(a) indicated that under the PID control, the bead
could also track the desired trajectory but with poor control
performance. Figures 9(b-c) show the position and velocity
errors of the bead duringmanipulation, which aremuch larger
than that under the proposed robust control.

All the above experiments were repeated for at least three
times, applied on different magnetic microbeads. Table 2
provides the mean squared errors of randomly selected three
experimental trials under the three different control methods.

In conclusion, both the proposed ISS-based controllers
could guarantee successful trajectory tracking of a magnetic
microparticle driven by an electromagnetic coil system even
under system disturbances and uncertainties. Furthermore,
the fault-tolerant ISS-based controller could achieve bet-
ter tracking performance than that under the standard
ISS-based controller, even taking the input constraint into
account.
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TABLE 2. Mean squared tracking errors.

FIGURE 9. Third experiment: trajectory tracking process of the bead with
the traditional PID controller; (b) position tracking error; (c) velocity
tracking error.

VI. CONCLUSION
A new automated control approach to manipulating magnetic
microparticles using an electromagnetic coil system is pro-
posed in this study. The dynamics of a microparticle
suspended in a fluidic environment is initially analyzed.
To address the problem that the magnetic force acted on the
microparticle may not be sufficiently high due to loss of the
magnetic field, and that the capability of generated magnetic
force is limited, a fault-tolerant ISS-based controller with
input constraint is further designed for automatic trajectory
tracking under model uncertainties and environmental dis-
turbances. Simulations and experiments are performed in a
self-constructed electromagnetic system to demonstrate the
effectiveness of the proposed approach. The rotationalmanip-
ulation with magnetic torque will be further studied in the
future work.
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